The Honorable Aneesh P. Chopra, Secretary of Technology of Virginia was the guest speaker at ICAM-2006, held at Norfolk Marriott Waterside. He inaugurated the conference and welcomed the attendees. Dr. Kenneth Priess from Ben Gurion University was the opening keynote speaker. He delivered his speech on "Agility and Leaness". The lunch keynote speaker was Dr. Richard Schonberger. He addressed the audience about "Lean Slumping Globally: What to Do?". The following day on July 20, Dr. James F. Brice delivered his keynote address on "NAVSEA Lean- Transforming the Way We Work".
Sandy Munro, who was also a plenary session speaker talked about the Lean Design Process. Jennifer Boykin from NGNN was the lunch keynote speaker on July 20th, 2006 and spoke about "The Road to Process Excellence". The conference banquet was held on July 20. Rear Admiral Michael D. Hardee, the Navy’s senior expert on maintaining aircraft worldwide, also an alumni of ODU is one of the few to bring lean and agile systems to navy aircraft maintenance. His topic of presentation was "Leadership Lessons in the Work Culture Changes Associated with Lean Tools".